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Takeda abura-age is characterized by its countless 

air bubbles, both large and small, for a result that is 

light and fluffy inside, yet crisp outside. Toast this 

abura-age and top it with grated daikon radish, and 

serve with Onisakuza, for a wonderful toasted 

aroma from the abura-age that gives way to the 

subtle sweetness of the sake.

Taniguchiya main restaurant 37-26-1, Kamitakeda, Maruoka-cho, Sakai-shi, Fukui

Fukui Prefecture eats more Deep fried tofu than anywhere else in Japan. 

Deep fried tofu, which evolved with Zen food culture is called abura-age. 

Takeda abura-age is made from only the choicest domestic soybeans, 

pure water from Takeda, and natural bittern from the sea of the Echizen

coast. This tofu is then slowly and gently fried in oil, giving it a truly unique 

texture and flavor that you won’t find in any ordinary abura-age.

URL https://www.takeda-no-age.com/

Takeda’s Deep fried tofu

Contact    https://cart6.shopserve.jp/-/takeda-no-age.com/FORM/contact.cgi
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As you chew this preserved sea bream, the 

saltiness quickly gives way to a combination of 

savory and sweet. Enjoy its beautifully pale pink 

skin and satisfying texture. The sugi cedar wood of 

the cask lends a noticeable aroma as well, coming 

together with the tartness of the vinegar for a 

wonderfully clean, refreshing pairing for this sake.

Wakasa Obama Marukai Obamahonten 9-21, Ote-cho, Obama-shi, Fukui

Sea bream caught in the coastal waters are filleted, lightly salted, and 

pickled in vinegar or seasoned vinegar, then packed in casks.The

beautiful pink of the sea bream’s skin contrasts wonderfully with the 

pale golden brown or subtly translucent white color of the firm flesh, 

and the result has just the right balance of saltiness and tartness. 

The careful use of salt and vinegar makes this a preserved food that 

still retains much of the great flavor of fresh fish. In 2017, 

Geographical Indication Protection System registration.

Kodai Sasazuke

Contact https://www.wakasa-marukai.co.jp/contact/

Katoukichibee Shouten
Representative
Kato  AthuhideShops in Fukui
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URL https://www.wakasa-marukai.co.jp/


